A formula for the number of monic irreducible self-reciprocal polynomials, of a given degree over a finite field, was given by Carlitz in 1967. In 2011 Ahmadi showed that Carlitz's formula extends, essentially without change, to a count of irreducible polynomials arising through an arbitrary quadratic transformation. In the present paper we provide an explanation for this extension, and a simpler proof of Ahmadi's result, by a reduction to the known special case of self-reciprocal polynomials and a minor variation. We also prove further results on polynomials arising through a quadratic transformation, and through some special transformations of higher degree.
Introduction
A polynomial f (x), of positive degree, over a field, is said to be self-reciprocal if x deg f f (1/x) = f (x). The definition sometimes includes polynomials satisfying this equality only up to a scalar factor, which then necessarily equals ±1. A good reason in support of this more general definition is that such polynomials are characterized by their properties of not having zero as a root, and the reciprocal of each root in a splitting field being also a root with matching multiplicity. However, much of the current interest in self-reciprocal polynomials focuses on the irreducible ones (over a specific field), and each of those satisfies the more restrictive definition adopted here, with the only exception of x − 1 in characteristic not two. Note also that every irreducible self-reciprocal polynomial except for x + 1 has even degree. The abbreviation srim is in use for self-reciprocal irreducible monic.
Various counting formulas for irreducible polynomials of certain types can be conveniently expressed in terms of Gauss's formula I(n, q) = (1/n) d|n µ(d)q n/d , for the total number of monic irreducible polynomials of degree n over the field F q of q elements. If p is a prime we write n p for the highest power of p which divides n. Carlitz proved in [Car67] that the number SRIM (2n, q) of srim polynomials of degree 2n over a finite field F q is given by
(1) SRIM (2n, q) =      q n − 1 2n if q is odd and n = n 2 , I(n/n 2 , q n 2 ) 2n 2 otherwise.
The case of Equation (1) where either q is even or n > 2 may be expanded as SRIM (2n, q) =
2n
d|n, d odd µ(d)q n/d . Simpler proofs of Equation (1) were given by Cohen [Coh69] and Meyn [Mey90] . The latter proof applies Möbius inversion to the fact, of which our Theorem 3 below is a slight generalization, that the nonlinear srim are exactly the nonlinear irreducible factors of polynomials of the form x q n +1 −1. The proofs of Carlitz and Cohen rely, in a crucial way, on the well-known fact that any self-reciprocal polynomial of degree 2n over a field can be expressed as x n · f (x+ x −1 ) for some polynomial f (x) of degree n. (This fact also featured in Meyn's paper, but was used only for further developments.) This point of view motivated Ahmadi [Ahm11] to study polynomials obtained from such f (x) through a more general quadratic transformation, namely, polynomials of the form h(x) n ·f g(x)/h(x) , where g(x) and h(x) are coprime polynomials with max(deg g, deg h) = 2, and n = deg f as above. The special case of srim polynomials arises when g(x)/h(x) = (x 2 + 1)/x = x + x −1 . Ahmadi found that the number of such polynomials which are irreducible of degree 2n over F q , for a given g(x)/h(x), equals SRIM(2n, q) except, for q even, when both g(x) and h(x) miss the linear term, in which case no irreducible polynomials arise.
One goal of this paper is to give a simple explanation of Ahmadi's conclusion that, aside from that exceptional case, Carlitz's count of srim polynomials extends unchanged to a count of the polynomials obtained through an arbitrary fixed quadratic transformation. The reason is that the quadratic rational expression g(x)/h(x) employed may be composed with linear fractional expressions (ax + b)/(cx + d) on both sides without changing the resulting count of irreducible polynomials. By doing so g(x)/h(x) can be brought to one of only two forms over F q , which in the odd characteristic case are x + x −1 and x + σx −1 , where σ is any fixed non-square in F * q . We explain one way to perform this reduction in Section 2. At this point, half the cases follow from Carlitz's result, and the other half from a straightforward variation. This produces a shorter and simpler proof of Ahmadi's result, which we present in Section 3.
In the rest of the paper we present supplementary results on this topic. In Section 4 we discuss the case n = deg f = 1, which essentially means computing the number of irreducible polynomials of the form g(x) − αh(x), for fixed g and h as above. This case was omitted in Ahmadi's paper [Ahm11] , and it requires a separate treatment with our approach as well. This peculiarity of the case n = 1 is due to the quadratic transformation not always producing a quadratic polynomial when applied to a linear polynomial.
Meyn's proof in [Mey90] of Carlitz's counting formula for srim polynomials was based on viewing them as irreducible factors of polynomials of the form x q n +1 − 1. That explicit description of all irreducible factors of x q n +1 − 1 as self-reciprocal polynomials of certain degrees (plus x − 1 when q is odd), admits a much more general version which we present in Section 5. In theorem 7 there, irreducible polynomials arising through an arbitrary quadratic transformation are used to describe the complete factorisation of a certain related polynomial of the form ax q n +1 − b(x q n + x) + c. Note that factorising polynomials of this form is also the subject of [ST12] , but as we discuss at the end of Section 5 there is little overlap with our results as the goals are different. We have mentioned how the well-known characterisation of even-degree selfreciprocal polynomials as those of the form x deg f · f (x + 1/x) was a simple but essential fact for various investigations of self-reciprocal polynomials. This is also the case in the present paper, with the definition of being self-reciprocal as, appropriately formulated, invariance under the substitution x → 1/x first slightly generalised to invariance under x → σ/x in Lemma 2, and then to invariance under any involutory Möbius transformation in Lemma 8. We devote Section 6 to a discussion of alternate proofs of these results, and to variations concerning invariance under Möbius transformations of higher order.
The research leading to this paper begun when the second author was a PhD student at the University of Trento, Italy, under the direction of the first author. Part of these results have appeared among other results in [Piz13] .
Quadratic transformations
A formal treatment of a general quadratic transformation of (possibly re-
/h(x) as described in the Introduction is encumbered by some technicalities. A harmless one is a scalar factor ambiguity in f R (x) upon writing R(x) = g(x)/h(x) in an equivalent form (ag(x))/(ah(x)). More disturbing is the fact that the quadratic transformation does not always double the degree of a polynomial, as seen in x n → (x 2 ) n · (1/x 2 ) n = 1 when g(x) = 1 and h(x) = x 2 . This issue can be avoided by restricting attention to irreducible polynomials f with deg(f ) > 1, which we do here as was done in [Ahm11] . We will lift this simplifying restriction in Section 5.
The key to our proof of Ahmadi's result in [Ahm11] is that any quadratic rational expression g(x)/h(x) can be brought to a simple special form by preand post-composition with certain invertible transformations of the form x → (ax + b)/(cx + d), that is, elements of the Möbius group. Recall that the Möbius group, over a field K, is isomorphic with the projective general linear group PGL(2, K), with the image of the matrix [ a b
c d ] in PGL(2, K) corresponding to the Möbius transformation of the previous sentence. Because the Möbius group is generated by the affine maps x → ax + b (with a ∈ K * and b ∈ K), and the inversion map x → 1/x, in Proposition 1 below we give a simple proof of this reduction any quadratic rational expression to special forms in terms of those maps alone.
Before doing that we note that our goal of counting the irreducible polynomials of the form
is (essentially) not affected by composing g(x)/h(x), on either side, with maps of those two types. In fact, pre-composition with (invertible) affine maps clearly does not affect the irreducibility of h(x) deg f · f g(x)/h(x) . Pre-composing g(x)/h(x) with the inversion map before applying the quadratic transformation to f results in (
; this coincides with the reciprocal polynomial
as long as deg f R = 2 deg f , which is satisfied if we restrict attention to irreducible polynomials f with deg f > 1. Post-compositions do not generally preserve irreducibility of f R (x). However, ifR(x) = ag(x)/h(x)+b then the map f (x) →f (x) = f (ax + b) is a degree-preserving bijection from the set of (necessarily irreducible) polynomials f (x) such that fR(x) is irreducible, onto the set of polynomialsf such thatf R (x) is irreducible, because fR(
is a degree-preserving bijection from the set of polynomials f with deg f > 1 such that fR(x) is irreducible, onto the set of polynomialsf with degf > 1 such that f R (x) is irreducible, again because fR(x) =f R (x). Note that our restriction to f andf of degrees larger than one serves to ensure that degf = deg f , which fails when f (x) = x. (We further discuss this issue in Section 5, after stating Theorem 7.)
In conclusion, the count of irreducible polynomials of a given degree, higher than one, of the form f g(x)/h(x) , does not change upon composing the quadratic expression g(x)/h(x), on either side, with affine maps or the inversion map. The following result shows that by doing so one can bring g(x)/h(x) to particularly simple forms. Proposition 1. Let K be a field, and let g, h be coprime polynomials in K[x] with max(deg g, deg h) = 2. Then the rational expression g(x)/h(x), upon composing on both sides with affine maps x → ax + b, and the inversion map x → 1/x, repeatedly and in some order, can be brought to the form x + σx −1 for some σ ∈ K * , or, when char K = 2 only, to the form x 2 .
Proof. Write g(x) = g 2 x 2 +g 1 x+g 0 and h(x) = h 2 x 2 +h 1 x+h 0 . Most of our work will serve to remove the quadratic term from the denominator, while leaving a linear term if that is possible.
We first deal with the rather special case g 2 h 1 = g 1 h 2 and g 1 h 0 = g 0 h 1 , whence g 1 = h 1 = 0. Any nonzero translation in x will get us away from this situation, except when K has characteristic two. In that case, if h 2 = 0 then multiplication by a scalar and addition of another bring the expression to the form x 2 , as claimed. If h 2 = 0 then addition of a suitable constant will remove the quadratic term from the numerator, after which taking the reciprocal followed by post-composition with a suitable affine map take us to the desired form x 2 . As we mentioned, if the characteristic of K is not two, then we may arrange for at least one of g 2 h 1 = g 1 h 2 and g 1 h 0 = g 0 h 1 to hold. Possibly after precomposition with the inversion map x → 1/x, we may assume that the former holds. If h 2 = 0 then our expression has the form (g 2 x 2 + g 1 x + g 0 )/(h 1 x + h 0 ), with h 1 = 0. Otherwise, by adding a suitable constant to g(x)/h(x) we may arrange that g(x) has no quadratic term, but has a nonzero linear term, and then the reciprocal h(x)/g(x) will have that form.
Finally, a translation in x brings our expression to the form (g 2 x 2 +g 1 x+g 0 )/x. Multiplication by a nonzero constant followed by addition of a suitable constant turn it into the desired form x + σx −1 , for some σ ∈ K * . Now composition with a homothety and its inverse brings x + σx −1 to the form a(x/a + σa/x) = x + σa 2 /x. Conversely, one can show that x + σx −1 and
(This converse assertion can be easily proved by considering their ramification points in an algebraic closure of K, but is not needed for the conclusions of this section.) Thus, under the equivalence which is implicit in Proposition 1, quadratic rational expressions g(x)/h(x) are classified by the group K * /(K * ) 2 in odd characteristic, and K * /(K * ) 2 plus one element in characteristic two.
In particular, when K is a finite field F q and q is odd, any quadratic rational expression can be brought to precisely one of the forms x + x −1 and x + σ 0 x −1 , where σ 0 is a fixed nonsquare in F q . When K = F q with q even, any quadratic rational expression can be brought to precisely one of the forms x + x −1 and x 2 . However, the latter form contributes no irreducible polynomials, as f (x 2 ) is the square of a polynomial in F q [x] if q is even. The proof of Proposition 1 also shows that g(x)/h(x) can be brought to the form x 2 exactly when it belongs to K(x 2 ).
Counting irreducible polynomials obtained through a quadratic transformation
Proposition 1, together with the discussion which follows it, reduces the problem of counting the irreducible polynomials of the form f g(x)/h(x) to the cases where the quadratic expression g(x)/h(x) has the special form x + σx −1 . Thus, we see that about half the possibilities for g(x)/h(x) when q is odd (those where σ is a square in F * q ), and all the possibilities when q is even, have already been dealt with by Carlitz's count of self-reciprocal irreducible polynomials. In particular, we can already conclude that, for q even and g(x)/h(x) ∈ F q (x 2 ), the number of irreducible monic polynomials of degree 2n in F q [x] having the form f g(x)/h(x) is still given by Carlitz's formula for the number of self-reciprocal irreducible monic polynomials of the same degree.
The missing half possibilities for q odd, which occur when σ is not a square in F * q , can be covered with a simple extension of any of the various proofs for Carlitz's formula which are available, found in [Car67, Coh69, Mey90] . We have chosen a presentation close to that of [Mey90] .
Lemma 2. Let K be a field, σ ∈ K * , and let
Proof. Any polynomial of the form F (x) = x n · f (x + σ/x) plainly satisfies the required condition. Now, the assignment f → F , with F obtained from f in that way, defines a K-linear map, clearly injective, from the n-dimensional space of monic polynomials f ∈ K[x] of degree n into the space of monic polynomials F ∈ K[x] having degree 2n and satisfying the condition
This shows that the codomain of the injective linear map described has dimension n as well, and hence the map must be surjective.
As in the special case σ = 1 of self-reciprocal polynomials, the condition
for a polynomial F of degree 2n can be checked from knowledge of all the roots of F in a splitting field with their multiplicities. For simplicity assume that F (x) coprime with x 2 − σ, which will be satisfied in our application below. Then the condition x 2n ·F (σ/x) = σ n F (x) is equivalent to σ/ξ being a root along with each root ξ, and of the same multiplicity. This is easily seen upon writing F (x) = 2n i=1 (x−ξ i ) over a splitting field, once assumed monic as we may. The proof of a more general fact will be spelt out after Lemma 8. Now we specialize K to a finite field F q . The next result we need is the following slight generalization of [Mey90, Theorem 1], which was the case σ = 1.
Theorem 3. Let σ ∈ F * q , and let I σ be the set of all irreducible monic polynomials F ∈ F q [x] of even degree which satisfy
, where deg F = 2n. Then the polynomial
equals the product of all F ∈ I σ of degree a divisor of 2n which does not divide n.
Note that the denominator in the above expression for H(x) equals the greatest common divisor (x 2 − σ, x q n +1 − σ), and hence divides the numerator. Also, its degree equals the number of distinct square roots of σ in F q n . Consequently, when q is odd we have H(x) = (x q n +1 − σ)/(x 2 − σ) unless n is odd and σ is not a square in F q , in which case H(x) = x q n +1 − σ. When q is even we have
Proof of Theorem 3. The field F q 2n contains a splitting field for H(x). The roots of H(x) are all distinct, and they are exactly all elements of F q 2n such that ξ q n = σ/ξ = ξ. In particular, the orbit of each root of H(x) under the automorphism α → α q of F q 2n has length some divisor of 2n which does not divide n. To each orbit there corresponds a monic irreducible factor of H(x) over F q , having its elements as roots.
If F (x) is an irreducible factor of H(x), hence of degree 2n/d with d an odd divisor of n, then for each root ξ of F the element ξ q n = σ/ξ is also a root. Because all roots of F are necessarily simple, and because F (x) is coprime with x 2 − σ, we conclude that F ∈ I σ . Conversely, if F ∈ I σ has degree 2n/d, with d an odd divisor of n, then F has all its roots in F q 2n , say ξ, ξ q , . . . , ξ q 2n/d−1 . The defining condition of I σ implies that σ/ξ is also a root, and hence σ/ξ = ξ q k for some integer k with
and so ξ ∈ F q , contrary to the irreducibility of F .
Ahmadi's generalization of Carlitz's result follows from Theorem 3 through an application of Möbius inversion. For the reader's convenience we recall a form of Möbius inversion which is only slightly more general than the classical one, see [Kno75, Proposition 5.2]. Given a completely multiplicative function χ : N → C (that is, a homomorphism of the multiplicative monoid N of the positive integers into the multiplicative monoid of the complex numbers), two functions f, g : N → C satisfy
for all n ∈ N if, and only if, they satisfy 
if q is odd and n = n 2 ,
otherwise.
Proof. According to the discussion which precedes Proposition 1, the count of irreducible polynomials of the form described does not change upon pre-and post-composing g(x)/h(x) with affine maps or the inversion map. Proposition 1 then describes the resulting convenient forms to which g(x)/h(x) can be brought.
In particular, the proof of Proposition 1 shows that g(x)/h(x) can be brought to the form x 2 exactly when q is even and g ′ = h ′ = 0. This case does not contribute any irreducible polynomials of the desired form, as f (x 2 ) cannot be irreducible. In all other cases g(x)/h(x) can be brought to the form x + σx −1 for some σ ∈ K * . Let SRIM σ (2n, q) be the number of irreducible monic polynomials of degree 2n in I σ . Taking degrees in Theorem 3 we find
where ε = 0 for q even, and ε = ±1 ∈ Z according as σ (q−1)/2 = ±1 ∈ F q for q odd. Möbius inversion as described above turns this equation into
vanishes unless q is odd and n is a power of 2, we conclude
Because of our assumption n > 1 we have ε n = 1 in Equation (2), and our proof is complete.
The excluded case of irreducible quadratic polynomials
The hypothesis n > 1 in our Theorem 4, as well as in [Ahm11] , was needed to ensure that h(x) deg f ·f g(x)/h(x) has degree equal to 2 deg f . In the excluded case f (x) = x − α, for some α ∈ F q , that conclusion fails exactly when g 2 = αh 2 , where g(x) = g 2 x 2 + g 1 x + g 0 and h(x) = h 2 x 2 + h 1 x + h 0 . For completeness we now count the irreducible quadratic polynomials which arise from polynomials x − α through a given quadratic transformation, that is, those of the form g(x) − αh(x) for some α ∈ F q . To obtain a simpler statement we exclude the case of even characteristic where both g(x) and h(x) are polynomials in x 2 , whence no irreducible polynomial can arise through the quadratic transformation.
Theorem 5. Let g, h ∈ F q [x] be coprime polynomials with max(deg g, deg h) = 2, and if q is even assume that g ′ and h ′ are not both zero. Then the number of irreducible quadratic polynomials of the form h(x) or g(x) − αh(x) for some α ∈ F q , equals q/2 if q is even, and it equals (q − 1)/2 or (q + 1)/2 if q is odd, according to whether the polynomial g ′ h − gh ′ has its roots in F q , or not.
Note that the polynomial g ′ h − gh ′ is at most quadratic. In fact, its quadratic term equals (g 2 h 1 − g 1 h 2 )x 2 , and so it has degree smaller than two exactly when g(x) − αh(x) is a constant polynomial for some α. This conclusion is also a consequence of the following proof, instead of direct calculation.
Proof of Theorem 5. This essentially follows from our proof of Theorem 4, but we have to make sure that the reduction of g(x)/h(x) to the special forms given in Proposition 1 does not affect our count of irreducible polynomials, as the discussion leading to Proposition 1 had the restriction deg f > 1 when pre-or post-composing with x → 1/x.
Our formulation of Theorem 5, which includes h(x) in the count in case it is quadratic and irreducible, is precisely devised to avoid any issue of postcomposition with inversion. We can achieve deg h < 2 by adding to h a scalar multiple of g if deg g = 2, and by interchanging g and h otherwise. Note that the effect of these transformations on the polynomial g ′ h − gh ′ is to multiply it by a nonzero scalar.
In case h has become a constant after this reduction, the discriminant of g(x) − αh is a polynomial of degree one in α, and hence when q is odd the number of α ∈ F q for which this quadratic polynomial is reducible over F q equals the number of squares in F q , which is (q + 1)/2. This proves the desired conclusion in this case, as (g
h is a polynomial of degree one.
When q is even, the F 2 -linear map of F q to itself given by x → g 2 x 2 + g 1 x, where g(x) = g 2 x 2 + g 1 x + g 0 , has a one-dimensional kernel, and hence αh − g 0 belongs to its image for exactly q/2 values of α. The polynomial g(x) − αh is irreducible for exactly the remaining q/2 values of α, as desired.
We may now assume that h has degree precisely one. The final reduction of g(x)/h(x) to the form x + σ/x, as described in the proof of Proposition 1, does not involve pre-composition with inversion, but possibly only pre-composition with a translation x → x + b, which affects g ′ h − gh ′ by the same translation. Thus, we may assume g(x) = x 2 + σ and h(x) = x, whence (g ′ h − gh ′ )(x) = x 2 − σ, and Equation 2 provides the desired conclusion.
The final step of the above proof could also be proved directly, by counting the values of α ∈ F q for which the discriminant of g(x) − αh(x) = x 2 − αx + σ is a square in F q . In fact, an entire proof of Theorem 5 could be based on a similar method, but here we have chosen to emphasize how the reduction to x + σ/x employed in the previous section also works when f has degree one.
The following immediate corollary of Theorems 4 and 5 states the special case of our count of irreducible polynomials where they are closest to the traditional definition of self-reciprocal, namely invariant under the involutive transformation considered in Lemma 2.
Corollary 6. Let σ ∈ F * q . The number of irreducible polynomials g ∈ F q [x] of degree 2n which satisfy x 2n · g(σ/x) = σ n g(x) equals
if q is odd and n = n 2 > 1, 1 if q is odd, n = 1, and σ is a square in F q , −1 if q is odd, n = 1, and σ is not a square in F q , 0 otherwise.
Explicit characterisation of the polynomials arising through a quadratic transformation
Meyn's proof in [Mey90] of Carlitz's counting formula for srim polynomials relies on viewing them as irreducible factors of polynomials of the form x q n +1 −1, as in the special case σ = 1 of our Theorem 3, which is [Mey90, Theorem 1]. It is actually possible to obtain a similar characterisation for an arbitrary quadratic transformation, as follows.
Theorem 7. Let g(x) = g 2 x 2 + g 1 x + g 0 and h(x) = h 2 x 2 + h 1 x + h 0 be coprime polynomials over the field F q of q elements, with max(deg g, deg h) = 2. For any nonzero polynomial f ∈ F q [x], further satisfying f (g 2 /h 2 ) = 0 in case h 2 = 0,
. If K has characteristic two, assume in addition that g 1 and h 1 are not both zero.
Then every irreducible polynomial of the form f R (x) for some f (x), and of degree 2n/d with d odd, is a factor of the polynomial
where
Furthermore, every irreducible factor of H(x) of degree higher than one, and different from ax 2 − 2bx + c in case that is irreducible, has the form f R (x) for some f ∈ F q [x], and its degree divides 2n but not n.
Some comments are in order on the statement of Theorem 7. The coprimality condition imposed on g(x) and h(x) in Theorem 7, and the assumption max(deg g, deg h) = 2, are together equivalent to b 2 −ac = 0. This can be seen by computing the resultant of g(x) and h(x), or rather their quadratic homogenised versions. In turn, for a polynomial H(x) of the form given in Theorem 7, the condition b 2 −ac = 0 is equivalent to H(x) having only simple roots in a splitting field, as (ax
(Strictly speaking, this is true unless a = b = 0 = c, whence H(x) is a nonzero constant, but that case cannot occur under the hypotheses of Theorem 7.) In conclusion, the polynomial H(x) of Theorem 7 has distinct roots in a splitting field, and hence its irreducible factors over F q are all distinct.
In the excluded case in Theorem 7 where K has characteristic two, and g 1 = h 1 = 0, the polynomial f R (x) is a square in F q [x], and hence cannot be irreducible.
Our proof of Theorem 7 involves applying the quadratic transformation to reducible polynomials as well. A problem arises, which was considered in the discussion leading to Proposition 1, and also affected the proof of Theorem 5, of the degree of the transformed polynomial f R possibly being less than twice the degree of f . In self-explanatory projective language this drop in degree occurs precisely when (g/h)(∞) is a zero of f . Hence we have avoided defining f R for such f in Theorem 7 by assuming that f (g 2 /h 2 ) = 0 in case h 2 = 0.
The proof of Theorem 7 requires a generalisation of Lemma 2, which holds over an arbitrary field K, where the involutory substitution x → σ/x is replaced by an arbitrary involution in the Möbius group over K. Any such involution has the form x → (bx − c)/(ax − b), for some a, b, c ∈ K with b 2 − ac = 0, and a, c not both zero in case q is even. Note that its fixed points in K, if any, are the roots of ax 2 − 2bx + c. Our Lemma 8 below roughly says that the polynomial F ∈ K[x] of even degree which are 'invariant', in an appropriate sense, under the involution x → (bx − c)/(ax − b), are exactly those which are obtained through a certain quadratic transformation, associated to R(x) = g(x)/h(x) in the usual way. There is some freedom as to the choice of R(x) in the formulation, all choices being related by post-composition with Möbius transformations.
Lemma 8. Let K be any field, and let a, b, c ∈ K with b 2 −ac = 0. Let (g 0 , g 1 , g 2 ) and (h 0 , h 1 , h 2 ) be K-linearly independent triples of elements of K such that ag 0 + bg 1 + cg 2 = 0 and ah 0 + bh 1 + ch 2 = 0. If K has characteristic two, assume in addition that a and c are not both zero. Consider the two polynomials
if, and only if,
Note that, despite the shift of focus from g(x) and h(x) to the triple (a, b, c) in Lemma 8, that triple is necessarily proportional to the triple (a, b, c) constructed from g(x) and h(x) in Theorem 7. In particular, the comment we made on the hypothesis b 2 − ac = 0 after the statement of Theorem 7 still applies, and hence the rational expression g(x)/h(x) produced in Lemma 8 is indeed quadratic (that is to say, max(deg g, deg h) = 2).
In a similar way as for the condition of being self-reciprocal, which it generalises, Equation (3) can be checked in terms of the roots of F in a splitting field. Assume for simplicity that F (x) is coprime with ax 2 − 2bx + c, which will be satisfied in our application to the proof of Theorem 7. Under that assumption, Equation (3) is equivalent to (bξ − c)/(aξ − b) being a root along with each root ξ, and with the same multiplicity. To see this, assuming F (x) monic as we may, and writing it as F (x) = 2n i=1 (x − ξ i ) over a splitting field, we have
Hence if Equation (3) holds, then for every root ξ of F in a splitting field, (bξ − c)/(aξ − b) is a root as well, and with the same multiplicity. Conversely, if the latter holds then Equation (3) holds up to a scalar factor. To check that that factor is one we use our assumption that F (x) is coprime with ax 2 − 2bx + c, and hence we may assume that
, from which we conclude that
n as desired. At one point in the following proof, as well as in Section 6, we will need to consider rational expressions of arbitrary degree (over a field K). Recall that the degree of a nonzero rational expression u(x) = g(x)/h(x) ∈ K(x), where g(x), h(x) ∈ K[x] are coprime polynomials, is defined as deg(u) = max(deg g, deg h). This terminology is justified by the fact that, assuming u(x) ∈ K, the degree of u(x) equals the degree of the field extension K(x) over K(u). In fact, the minimal polynomial of x over K(u) is a scalar multiple of g(x) − uh(x). These facts are often assigned as exercises in standard algebra textbooks, but a proof is explicitly given in [Coh91, Chapter 5, Proposition 2.1] Proof of Lemma 8. We consider separately the special case where a = 0, which is equivalent to some linear combination of g(x) and h(x) being a nonzero constant.
In this case Equation (3) becomes F (c/b − x) = F (x), which is clearly equivalent to F (x) being a polynomial in bx 2 − cx. Because each of g(x) and h(x) equals a scalar multiple of bx 2 − cx plus a constant, the latter is equivalent to F (x) being a rational function of g(x)/h(x). Deducing that F (x) has the form described in Lemma 8 for some polynomial f (rather than just a rational function f ) can be done in the same way as in the case a = 0, which will be explained in the final part of this proof.
Now we may assume a = 0. The polynomial
It is irreducible over L because its two roots in K(x) are interchanged by the automorphism of K(x) given by pre-composition (that is, substitution) with the involution x → (bx−c)/(ax−b). The linear conditions imposed in the hypotheses on the coefficients of g(x) and h(x) show that each of those two polynomials is a linear combination of the numerator and the denominator of (ax 2 − c)/(ax − b). Hence g(x)/h(x) can be obtained from (ax 2 − c)/(ax − b) by post-composing it with a suitable Möbius transformation. In other words, g(x)/h(x) can be obtained from z by an application of a suitable Möbius transformation, and
, then the left-hand side must be invariant under substitution with x → (bx − c)/(ax − b), and this condition is easily seen to be equivalent to Equation (3). Conversely, if
for some rational expression f ∈ K(x), necessarily of degree n. We only need to show that f is actually a polynomial. If it were not, then it would have a pole at some η ∈ K, the algebraic closure of K. But then f g(x)/h(x) would have a pole at each root ξ ∈ K of the polynomial g(x) − ηh(x). Now F (x)/h(x) n = f g(x)/h(x) cannot have any pole except at any root ζ of h, but clearly g(ζ) − ηh(ζ) = 0, hence we get the desired contradiction and we are bound to conclude that f ∈ K[x].
We are now ready to prove Theorem 7.
Proof of Theorem 7. If f (x) = n k=0 a k x k , with a n = 0, then the coefficient of
, which equals h n 2 ·f (g 2 /h 2 ) if h 2 = 0, and a n g n 2 otherwise. Consequently, the polynomials f under consideration satisfy deg f R = 2 · deg f . It readily follows that the quadratic transformation f (x) → f R (x) preserves multiplication of such polynomials, in the sense that (
is. Now suppose that f R (x) is irreducible, of degree 2n/d with d odd, for some permitted f (x). Because f (x) is irreducible of degree a divisor of n, it divides
Now we have
Because f R (x) is irreducible of degree not dividing n, it cannot divide x q n − x, and hence it must divide H(x).
Conversely, let F (x) be any irreducible factor of H(x). Then
and hence
Hence F (x) divides x q 2n − x but not x q n − x. (In particular, F q 2n contains a splitting field for F (x).) Consequently, F (x) has degree a divisor of 2n which is not a divisor of n.
We note in passing that the argument employed in the previous paragraph has a natural extension to a Möbius transformation x → (γx + δ)/(αx + β) of higher order. In fact, it provides information on the order, and consequently on the factorisation in F q [x], of polynomials of the form αx q n +1 + βx q n − γx − δ, see [Mat07, Proposition 2.3]. Such factorisations have been further investigated in [ST12] .
It remains to prove that F (x) = f R (x) for some f ∈ F q [x], which we do by an application of Lemma 8. The triple (a, b, c) defined above is the standard cross product of (h 0 , h 1 , h 2 ) and (g 0 , g 1 , g 2 ), and hence is orthogonal to both of them with respect to the standard scalar product in F 3 q . This ensures that the conditions stated in the first paragraph of Lemma 8 are met. (In case K has characteristic two, our assumption that g 1 and h 1 are not both zero implies that a and c are not both zero.) Thus, we only need to check that Equation (3) is satisfied, which we may do in terms of the roots of F (x) in a splitting field, as described after the statement of Lemma 8. We have seen that F (x) has all its roots in F q 2n . If ξ is any of them, then ξ q n = (bξ − c)/(aξ − b) is also a root, and clearly both are simple roots. According to the discussion following the statement of Lemma 8 we conclude that Equation (3) is satisfied, as desired.
In summary, Theorem 7 tells us that, under its hypotheses and up to a scalar factor, the product of all irreducible polynomials of the form f R (x) of degree a divisor of 2n which does not divide n equals
where a, b, c are obtained from R(x) = g(x)/h(x) as described there. Compare with Theorem 3, where (a, b, c) = (1, 0, −σ). The degree of this product polynomial equals q n − ε n , where ε = 0 for q even, and ε = ±1 ∈ Z for q odd according as to whether b 2 − ac is a square or a nonsquare in F q . Theorem 4 would follow again by an application of Möbius inversion.
Irreducible factors of polynomials of the form of H(x) in Theorem 7 were already considered in [ST12] . In essence, they were characterised in [ST12, Theorem 4.2] as those irreducible polynomials which are invariant under a certain transformation, expressed by our Equation (3). While the remainder of [ST12] focuses on asymptotic counting results, our Theorem 7 provides an explicit construction for those irreducible factors as resulting from the application of the appropriate quadratic transformation.
Variations on Lemma 2
In Section 3 we have chosen to give what we feel is the simplest and most direct proof of Lemma 2, but several other lines of proof are possible, which we outline here. We can clearly restrict ourselves to discussing the only nontrivial implication, namely, the existence of f given F .
One possibility is a reduction to the well-known special case σ = 1 of selfreciprocal polynomials, which can be done by extending the field K to one containing a square root ρ of σ. In fact, upon substituting x with ρx, the condition
. This means thatF (x) is self-reciprocal. An appeal to that special case followed by the inverse substitution produces the desired polynomial f ∈ K(ρ) [x] , and it only remains to check that f actually has coefficients in K. We omit the details.
Another proof uses a classical argument of field theory and relies on the fact that K(x + σ/x) is the fixed subfield of the automorphism of K(x) given by x → σ/x. There is no need to spell out this proof either, as it is a special case of our proof of Lemma 8 above. This argument easily transfers to other situations, as in the proof of Lemma 10 below.
The proofs of Lemma 2 which we have described so far are not constructive. A simple proof by induction on n (as in [Jun93, Lemma 2.75] for the special case σ = 1) produces an algorithm for recovering f from F . However, one can actually write an explicit formula for f in terms of F using Dickson polynomials.
Recall that the Dickson polynomial of the first kind of degree n, for n ≥ 0, is
see [LMT93] or [LN83] . The fundamental property of those Dickson polynomials, which can also be used to define them, is the functional equation
, and hence
. Straightforward manipulation then leads to a formula for the coefficient of y j in f (y) in terms of the coefficients of F (x). To keep that simple assume that K has characteristic different from two, allowing us to rewrite the central coefficient b n of F (x) as 2b n , whence
The definition of self-reciprocal polynomials in terms of appropriate invariance under the the involutory substitution x → 1/x prompts a natural generalisation of self-reciprocal polynomials, namely, polynomials which are invariant under pre-composition with a Möbius transformation of order r. Such a generalisation has been considered to some extent in [ST12] and some of the references therein, but here we focus on natural analogues of Lemma 2.
We may work over an arbitrary field K. In case K has positive characteristic p, a fundamental distinction is whether p divides the order r of the Möbius transformation. Here we restrict ourselves to giving some examples of both cases. Any Möbius transformation of order p is conjugate to the translation x → x + 1. One easily finds that any polynomial satisfying F (x + 1) = F (x) has the form F (x) = f (x p − x). This result on F p -translation invariant polynomials (in the special case of irreducible F (x), whence f (x) is obviously also irreducible) is [MYM10, Theorem 19] . A proof is given there for the similar [MYM10, Theorem 16], on F q -translation invariant irreducible polynomials in F q [x]. However, if one is willing to use some basic field theory, the following is a much shorter and more conceptual proof of a slightly more general version of [MYM10, Theorem 16], in the spirit of our proof of Lemma 8.
Lemma 9. Let K be a field of positive characteristic p, containing the finite field F q . A polynomial F (x) ∈ K[x] satisfies F (x + a) = F (x) for all a ∈ F q if, and only if,
Proof. A polynomial of the form F (x) = f (x q −x) necessarily satisfies F (x+a) = F (x) for all a ∈ F q . In fact, x q − x is fixed under the group G of automorphisms of the field K(x) given by the substitutions x → x + a for a ∈ F q . Because |K(x) : K(x q −x)| = q = |G| we have that K(x) is a Galois extension of K(x q −x) with Galois group G. Hence if F (x) ∈ K[x] satisfies F (x + a) = F (x) for all a ∈ F q then F (x) = f (x q − x) holds for some rational expression f ∈ K(x). If f were not a polynomial, then it would have a pole at some η ∈ K, the algebraic closure of K. But then F (x) = f (x q − x) would have a pole at any root ξ ∈ K of the polynomial x q − x − η, which contradicts F (x) being a polynomial. We conclude that f ∈ K[x], as desired.
We refrain from discussing here the more general case where the order r of the Möbius transformation is a multiple of the characteristic of K. Under the assumption that the characteristic of K does not divide r, it is known from [Bea10] , that all subgroups of PGL(2, K) of order r are conjugate for r > 2, while the conjugacy classes of subgroups (or elements) of order two are in a natural correspondence with the elements of K * /(K * ) 2 . Lemma 2 dealt with the latter case. Note that elements of a given order r > 2 need not be conjugate in PGL(2, K), but because the subgroups they generate are conjugate there is essentially one higher analogue of Lemma 2 for every r > 2, depending on a choice of an element of order r in PGL(2, K). We exemplify such results with the special cases r = 3, 4. As representatives of elements of order 3 and 4 in PGL(2, K) we may take those represented by the matrices [ for some f ∈ K[x] of degree n.
Proof. Consider the automorphism of the field K(x) given by the substitution x → 1/(1 − x) of order three. The monic polynomial which has its distinct composition powers as its roots is (y − x) y − 1 1 − x y − x − 1 x = y 3 − x 3 − 3x + 1 x(x − 1) y 2 + x 3 − 3x 2 + 1 x(x − 1) y + 1.
Because the sum of the coefficients of y 2 and y equals −3, all coefficients belong to the subfield L = K x 3 −3x+1 x(x−1) of K(x). Because |K(x) : L| = 3 equals the order of the substitution x → 1/(1 − x), we have that K(x) is a Galois extension of L with Galois group generated by that substitution. If (4) F (x) x n (x − 1) n = f x 3 − 3x + 1 x(x − 1)
for some f ∈ K[x], then the left-hand side must be invariant under the substitution x → 1/(1 − x), and (x − 1) 3n · F 1/(1 − x) = F (x) follows after a short calculation. Conversely, if the latter holds then Equation (4) holds for some rational expression f ∈ K(x), necessarily of degree n. If f were not a polynomial, then it would have a pole at some η ∈ K, the algebraic closure of K. But then the right-hand side of Equation (4), and hence the left-hand side as well, would have a pole at any root ξ ∈ K of the polynomial (x 3 − 3x + 1) − ηx(x − 1). Because this polynomial cannot have 0 or 1 as roots, this is impossible. We conclude that f ∈ K[x], as desired.
Differently from the previous discussion, we have not excluded that K may have characteristic three in Lemma 10, but in that case the substitution x → 1/(1 − x) is conjugate to x → x + 1, and hence a conjugate version of Lemma 10 is a special case of Lemma 9.
Lemma 11. Let K be a field of characteristic not two, and let F (x) ∈ K[x] be a polynomial of degree 4n. Then
holds if, and only if,
F (x) = x n (x − 1) n (x − 1/2) n · f x 4 − 3x 2 + 2x − 1/4 x(x − 1)(x − 1/2) for some f ∈ K[x] of degree n.
We omit the proof, which is entirely similar to that of Lemma 10, but just point out that the argument of f in the above equation for F (x) equals x + 1 2 − 2x + 1 − x 1 − 2x + 2x − 1 2x , the sum of the iterates of 1/(2 − 2x).
